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Abstract. The Attractive City Generator is an interactive installation with which
users can create or rearrange virtual cities by placing and moving physical
objects. Through the set of simple inputs that the users provide and which
represent city areas, landscapes or landmarks, the ACG is capable of creating
complex and growing cities. In addition, a plethora of factual feedback on
these cities is calculated. Becoming physically involved enhances the learning
process and increases the user’s interest. The users are drawn to the colourful
and simple interface. Due to the practical feedback that the city returns, the
users can feel more attached to the city they have created. A dynamic dialogue
is formed between the city and its creators, that involves the wishes of the users
versus the needs of the virtual city, the practical interaction on the table versus
the theoretical calculations taking place inside the computer, the physical input
versus the digital output.
Keywords. Interactivity; city planning; human-computer interface; L-system;
developmental models.
Introduction
Cities are complex, living systems, enclosing a dynamic and a behaviour that is extensively investigated both from a sociological and a structural point
of view. Modeling and visualization of cities using
computer programming is becoming increasingly
common (Parish and Müller, 2001). Although this
has undoubtedly been stimulated by advances in
computer technology, such developments are part
of wider transformation in the methodology of the
social scenes (Batty, 1971).
Up to date, city modeling has focused on creating realistic representations of cities, to be used as
a platform for computer games and movies (Parish
and Müller, 2001), as models of urban expansion
and dynamics (Batty et al., 1999; Wu et al., 2010), or

as sociological study tools (Hillier, 1997). A lot of research has gone into the visualization and rendering
of cities as well as on the hierarchy and organization
that leads to the creation of feasible city patterns
(Davis et al., 1999; Decorel et al., 1999; Fuji et al., 1995;
Rubin and Whitted, 1980). On the other hand, Hillier
(1997) in his space syntax used computer modeling
to explain social aspects such as human behaviour
and activities from a spatial point of view. So far, little
effort has been devoted to the study of human-computer interaction during the development of virtual
cities. The creation of an interface through which
people can interact with the computer and influence
the evolution of a city is the goal of this project.

Project goals
The Attractive City Generator (ACG) [1] is designed
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to combine the physical and virtual worlds, with the
users as mediators. The setup of the installation is
made for open public spaces. The ACG serves mainly
as a game, which enhances the physical interaction of a group of people using a digital medium.
This ability to effectively combine direct physical
movements with a virtual creation giving real time
feedback is what makes the ACG unique. Only a few
moves are needed for the users to create and rearrange big cities – a task, which would have been
tedious and time consuming when using physical
models [Figure 1] (Wejchert, 1984). The application
is designed so that the user can understand the concept fast and in a playful manner. Moreover, many
users can work simultaneously and complete each
other, without inhibiting each other’s choices. Every
move, whatever effect it has in the virtual city, can
very easily be undone.

The ACG can also serve as an educational tool,
capable of raising awareness on the complexity involved in the life of a city (Sala et al., 2000; Syphard
et al., 2005). Users learn that decisions concerning
specific city areas can on certain cases have larger
effects in all aspects: structural, environmental (pollution), economic (employment) and sociologic (living standards) (Herold et al. 2003; Alberti 2005). Although the ACG is still far from providing a thorough
understanding on city dynamics and urban rules
(Lehnerer, 2009), citizens can profit by gaining an insight into the complexity of the urban systems, and
the intricate problems urban planners are constantly
facing and are asked to resolve.
In addition, the ACG is an indicator of how people understand a city, and in which environment and
social surroundings they prefer to inhabit (Wright,
2002). The question comes up, “how do we want to
live now and in the future”. Users get to experience
that sometimes their wishes and ideas of how a
city should develop and function can be contradictory and therefore not viable. Thus, they are urged
to think deeper and to prioritize, in order to build a
city that will both fulfill their needs and satisfy their
wishes.

Figure 1
Urban planners with physical
model.

Tool description
The ACG creates urban environments based on a hierarchical set of comprehensible rules. The process
Figure 2
The ACG attractors on the
light box. Users collaborating
to build a virtual city.
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of the city creation is based on three steps. Initially,
the user is asked to apply the input data, using the
simple and relatively minimal interface described in
the next paragraph. In the second step, the arrangement and colour values are translated by the colour
recognition program and fed to the city pattern generation system. The latter evaluates the relations and
dependencies among the physical inputs and drives
a chain of reactions that leads to the creation of a
city.

The interface
The user interface consists of a set of colourful objects, drawings or grayscale images called attractors,
which the user can place on a bright, uniform surface, the light box [Figure 2]. A home-video camera
records the arrangement of these attractors. The
recorded information is translated into a growing,
complex urban environment via an object-oriented
program written in Processing [2], based on Java.

Inputs
The input data that the attractors represent and that
is used to build up a virtual city can be categorized
into three general classes:
• Landscape maps – elevation maps, represented
by a grayscale image; water/vegetation scheme,
drawn by the user [Figure 3]
• Sociostatistical maps – zone maps: residential,
business or industry zones represented by physical objects (attractors)
• Important buildings and landmarks – churches
and bell towers, city halls, monuments, represented by physical objects (attractors)

Outputs
The ACG provides the user with a very strong visual
output, which comes in the form of various “cityscapes” [Figure 4]. Each city can be different in terms
of:
• the overall city landscape – whether the city has,
for example, a strong skyline or many high chim-

Figure 3
A user drawing a river on the
light box and the resulting
landscape.

Figure 4
City-scapes arising from
different arrangement of the
attractors.
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•

•

•

neys;
the city’s main building typology – what type
of structures dominate the city? Are there more
high-rise buildings or is the general impression
rather that of a village?
the natural landscape features – the number of
parks and rivers it contains and their arrangement throughout the urban tissue; and finally,
the arrangement of all the city’s neighbourhoods and features – how are the different areas
distributed with respect to one another? Are
there factories next to the residential areas? Are
there parks in the middle of a high-rise area?

The user can constantly challenge and change
this output by rearranging the attractors on the light
box. This visual output is abundant in information on
the city and its characteristics. On the right-handside of the screen, the user can find a table with facts
about the created city that can be divided into 3
types of data:
• sociologic (population; density and permeability; the general quality of life)
• economic (city’s main function and products;
employment)
• environmental (pollution)
The choice of inputs and outputs of the ACG has
been made after meticulously selecting and rejecting a wide variety of factors that comprise a city. The
main goal has been the creation of a simple interface, where people can sit together and physically
interact with a virtual generator in a playful manner. A lot of consideration has gone into making the
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interface minimal and easy, while keeping the output intriguing to the user, and this is reflected by the
restricted amount of inputs, versus the plethora of
outputs that the ACG has to offer.

Methods
The ACG system is built according to the dependencies scheme shown in the [Figure 5]. In the first step,
the physical input is fed to the program with the use
of the colour recognition application. The initial grid,
created with L-system is distracted by the newly created attractors. The way the grid is distracted is not
a direct reflection of the positions of the attractors.
Therefore the resulting grid pattern is often unexpected and unpredictable. Each attractor sets a rule
in their final area of influence. This rule extends the
basic code of the grid. The regions within the grid
and its edges gain properties that define the typology of the plots and the width of the roads. In the
last step, buildings are created – their type, arrangement and density are determined by the function of
each plot and the neighbouring areas.

Colour recognition
Connection of the physical input data with the virtual city is possible due to the colour recognition application, based on computer vision system (Nixon and
Aguado, 2002). Once the program is launched an external camera starts to record the initial settings. The
colour values of the recorded pixels are then passed
to the corresponding grid of cells – these are the
Figure 5
Diagram of program
dependencies.

basic 2D elements with the capacity to store complex information. They are displayed in the top left
corner of the screen and they constitute the starting
point of the virtual city creation.
Initially, the user is asked perform the “camera
calibration”, i.e. to assign functions to each coloured
object. The program will then start following the selected colours. Depending on the data type, three
methods of calibration can be distinguished. To set
the function zones, one attractor of each colour
should be placed in a specified spot on the light box.
By pressing the “1”, “2” or “3” key, different functions
are assigned to the captured RGB values. The program detects areas of colour and finds the middle
point of each area. This information of the centre
point and the respective colour is subsequently
passed on to an array of the so-called function_attractors. Their positions are updated within every
capture, so the user is able to rearrange the objects
freely during the game.
The second method of calibration refers to the
water/vegetation scheme. The user is asked to place
the image on the light box, within the specified area.
By pressing the “g” key for vegetation or the “w” key
for water, the user defines the land usage colours. In
contrast to the function_attractors, the land_usage
class objects are defined by the entire array of cells
that constitute areas of specific colours, and not just
by the centre position of these areas. The scope of
influence of such attractors is limited to their boundaries. Similarly to the previous case, the user can
change or redraw the land usage map at every stage
of the city generation.
Finally, the last type of calibration is applied to
the grayscale image representing the elevation map.
The user is asked to place the picture on the light box
and press the “e” key. Unlike in other methods, no attractor is created. This time, each cell object is filled
with the value of grey colour from the corresponding place on the map. This value is stored within a
variable called elevation_value and does not react to
the displacement of the map. After calibration, this
image can be taken from the light box. To change

the hypsometry of the city the whole process should
be repeated.
Values obtained by the camera recognition part
are passed on to the city grid and deform it according to the applied rules.

Creation of the grid – L-systems
The idea of the city creation, in terms of grid arrangement and organization, was based on Lindenmayer
Systems - an algorithmic model for the growth of
fractal-like organic forms (Lindenmayer, 1968). This
method allows to model complex patterns using a
few simple rules. The topology of the city tissue can
be developed using the formalism of map L-systems,
which, in contrast to the typical L-system strings,
allows the formation of areas in an enclosed structure. The starting point of segmentation is not a line,
like in typical L-systems, but a closed 2D polygonal
shape, representing the city boundaries.
Map L-systems is a mathematical graph that
consists of a certain set of regions - 2D planar faces.
Each region is surrounded by a boundary of lines,
called edges. Two or more of those lines meet at
one point - vertex [Figure 6]. A map corresponds to
the city tissue, regions reflect city plots, while edges
represent plot boundaries. A map-rewriting process
generates new city grid divisions. There are several
ways to determine this process. The one used in the
ACG is a formalism of the “Binary Propagating Map
OL-system with markers”, also called mBMOL-system
(Nakamura et al., 1986). The latter is a refinement of
the basic concept of map L-systems introduced by
Lindenmayer and Rozenberg (1979). It is based on
the control of the edges and is a context-free mechanism (the regions are modified irrespective to their
neighbours). While iterations are running, each edge
divides itself according to its assigned string symbol
(see paragraph below) and in a way that is specified by the code. New regions result from splitting
the existing ones by inserting new edges between
the markers. The system is binary, which means that
each area can split into at most two parts in one
iteration.
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Each edge is described by a string of symbols
– the so-called production rules – that determine
the development of regions enclosed by the edges.
Local variations of the grid may be obtained by sequential differentiation of the code in predefined
areas of the structure. Those changes depend on the
distance of each plot from the attractors and on the
distances between the attractors. That means that in
the areas of influence of attractors the initial code of
the particular edges will be changed, which will lead
to different grid divisions. The user affects the tessellation pattern of the city by moving the attractors.

City organization and typology
The arrangement and relative positions of the attractors give rise to a certain grid pattern. This pattern
is responsible for the assignment of different city
typologies. The created grid is transformed into a
city map, where each grid region represents plots of
a specified function and in consequence, a different
city area. As a starting point we have used three city
typologies, i.e. residential, commercial and industrial
areas [Figure 7].
The array of plots forms an intelligent system
that can rearrange according to their neighbour situation. Plots interact with each other, which means
that each may change function depending on the
functions of the adjacent plots: residential areas
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move away from industrial plots, and develop more
towards a river. Neighbouring plots that share the
same function may join and thus influence the surrounding street network. All this adds to the ACG an
element of surprise. The result is no longer intuitive,
as it is not a mere projection on the screen of plots
according to the attractors’ positions.
The newly formed city plots give rise to buildings. Each plot leads to the creation of different
building types depending on the city typology that
is assigned to it and the on the neighbouring situation. The type of buildings and their arrangement are
called by the function of the plot, while the plot density is influenced by its neighbour’s type. The buildings themselves are represented by simple, generic
boxes. However, depending on the assigned typology, they vary in height and width, thus discriminating between i.e. warehouses, apartment buildings
or skyscrapers. Other features, such as wedged roofs
or large chimneys, may appear upon creation of a
new area. As an example, residential area blocks
give rise to medium-height, connected buildings,
while commercial blocks call high-rise buildings and
skyscrapers.
According to the typology assigned to each plot,
the number and height of the buildings is calculated
and an estimate of the city density and its population – permanent and commuting – is estimated.
Various other city features, such as main services and
functions, are derived from the density of the respective areas and the relation among them. A city with
a dominant industrial environment might represent

Figure 6
Diagram of program
dependencies.

Figure 7
Example of function_attractors and the created city
typologies.

an exporter of goods; the size and position of its residential area will define the amount of commuters as
well as the availability and variety of offered services
(restaurants, cinemas, etc).
The created city is a chain reaction that the user
initiates simply by placing a colourful object on the
light box. Any physical movement of these objects
sparks the creation and transformation of a vast and
complex virtual system.

The user experience
The ACG interface appears to be simple and
minimal in terms of input and output. The complex
calculations and scripts involved in the city creation
are not visible thus allowing for an undisturbed and
pleasant experience.
At start-up, the ACG gives the user – Mr. ACU (Attractive City User) –the feeling of complete freedom.
By initialization, he is confronted with an empty
screen. The light box in front of him and the set of
attractors are his only clues. Mr. ACU quickly discovers the meaning of each attractor simply by placing
them on the light box. Various city features and areas
appear and grow. Every time Mr. ACU starts over with
a new attractor, the city emerges with a different initial input, creating a new starting point of view. This
alters the further development of the city: if Mr. ACU
begins with an attractor that creates a river, the arrangement of the city will evolve around it and Mr.
ACU’s choices will depend strongly on the position
and orientation of the river. If the first created feature is a church, he is more likely to try to arrange the
rest of the city so that a residential area lies around
it. Two very different cities will emerge as a result of
choosing different initial attractors.
By moving the attractors around the light box
Mr. ACU subsequently discovers that different combinations of the attractors also lead to new structures of the city. If he places a residential area close
to large industrial areas he will not be successful in
creating a living environment, as the two areas, in
the given proportions, are not compatible with each

other. On the other hand, he will also not be successful in building industry around the city hall. By
discovering these type of dynamics, Mr. ACU learns
that as a creator he is still limited by social and economical factors. He therefore gets an idea of the type
of problems and puzzles urban planners are typically
confronted with, and he gains an understanding of
the meaning and importance of city dynamics.
Mr. ACU also starts noticing and using the list of
factual data that appear and change with the city. He
can therefore continue to move the attractors and
re-arrange his city based not only on his aesthetics,
but also on the practical feedback. He thus becomes
more involved, as he tries to control the lifestyle and
the overall quality of life of the citizens. The generated city will reflect the ACU’s own desires, fears and
needs.

Reactions and comments
The ACG is received by the public with interest and
enthusiasm. People are eager to approach and try it
out, as well as to give their opinion and feedback on
the project.
One of the main requests we got from the ACG
users is to incorporate more factual feedback in the
program. People are eager to find out all the details
concerning the city they have created, from the carbon emission levels, to the traffic system efficiency.
The latter subject is in fact a matter that users wished
to see developed further, so that the evolving city
will eventually develop on its own an efficient transport system.
People have also been urging for an “upgrade” of
the user interface, using touch-screens or digital tables. For the time being such an upgrade would defy
the purpose of the ACG interface, which is meant to
be of low-cost and of low-complexity so that it can
be widely accessible. However, we can very well
imagine a fancier version of the ACG, with a state-ofthe-art user interface, which could be used in museums and universities.
The users of the ACG have been overall satisfied
with the level of graphics involved, which were kept
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minimal. This was intended, so that people are not
distracted by the details of the city, but can focus on
the overall city structure and arrangement. The minimal graphics also allow the city to react very fast to
all the input movements, thus increasing the users’
stimulation and keeping their interest to a high level.

Outlook and conclusions
The ACG is a tool with unlimited possibilities for development and usage. We wish to incorporate the
views that the users have expressed and enrich the
calculations of factual data that are derived from the
city. The output will be a visual effect on the city – i.e.
increased pollution will lead to parks and rivers turning brown and to a grey sky.
Furthermore, it is our goal to start taking the ACG
to a new direction, by implementing intricate calculations of urban rules and urban expansion simulations. In the long run it can serve as a powerful tool,
able to investigate actual city dynamics. Although
we simplify the underlying model of a virtual city,
the ACG has the potential for extensions with the
methodology applied. With the help of the L-system
approach (Lindenmayer, 1968) and the shape grammar developed by Stiny (1975), reaching this ambitious purpose is feasible. For urban planners, the
ACG can then be used as a quick method for visualizing their ideas, thus opening the way towards solving complex city planning questions and problems.
The ACG can also serve as an educational tool,
enhancing public interest in the development of city
neighbourhoods and districts. Historians or museums exploring the urban development of different
areas can use it to visualize and share the results of
their research. The ACG can also take the form of a
web application, collecting landscape information
and city plans from digital satellite maps and leading users towards a digital recreation of the existing
world. The common theme underlying all these applications is the increase of public awareness in urban planning – a subject that is extremely important
for the society, and yet very poorly recognized by the
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citizens.
The ACG is a tool that combines the physical and
virtual worlds in a stimulating platform. It urges the
users to get interested and get involved in the issues
that concern them and the cities they live in. For the
first time, people are allowed to sit together around
a table and, by moving the objects on this table, to
create a new world. They can give rise to cities where
they would like to co-inhabit, or cities that achieve
a certain common goal. This is the ultimate aim of
the ACG.
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